Gating in small-animal cardio-thoracic CT.
Gating is necessary in cardio-thoracic small-animal imaging because of the physiological motions that are present during scanning. In small-animal computed tomography (CT), gating is mainly performed on a projection base because full scans take much longer than the motion cycle. This paper presents and discusses various gating concepts of small-animal CT, and provides examples of concrete implementation. Since a wide variety of small-animal CT scanner systems exist, scanner systems are discussed with respect to the most suitable gating methods. Furthermore, an overview is given of cardio-thoracic imaging and gating applications. The necessary contrast media are discussed as well as gating limitations. Gating in small-animal imaging requires the acquisition of a gating signal during scanning. This can be done extrinsically (additional hardware, e.g. electrocardiogram) or intrinsically from the projection data itself. The gating signal is used retrospectively during CT reconstruction, or prospectively to trigger parts of the scan. Gating can be performed with respect to the phase or the amplitude of the gating signal, providing different advantages and challenges. Gating methods should be optimized with respect to the diagnostic question, scanner system, animal model, type of narcosis and actual setup. The software-based intrinsic gating approaches increasingly employed give the researcher independence from difficult and expensive hardware changes.